
Website overhaul
 

Link to website editing documentation

 

TODO items
 

description URL who notes Status

home page needs updating https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/

scott overview is out of date done

features out of date https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/vapor-features

scott   done

credits out of date https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/credits

scott Add Scott, KISTI staff; remove cruft at bottom of page done

cruft on citing page https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/citation

scott   done

documentation books -> pages   scott Explore making pages out of some of the documentation books postponed

command-line tools: need drupal 
page with links to current version of 
each man page

https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs/reference-
manuals/command-line-
interface-reference

scott raw html is currently in http://docs.software.ucar.edu/vapor/Documentation/2.4.0
/doc/library/html/

Preferable to link current documentation to http://docs.software.ucar.edu/vapor
 with a symlink  on webpub.ucar.edu /Documentation/current/doc/library/html/

from current to 2.4.0, but web site doesn't seem to allow this. Consult steve.

done

Add video tutorials to Training
/Tutorial

https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs/vapor-
tutorials

scott restructuring of page might be good idea
Training/Tutorials - section heading for older documents

 

done

Training/Tutorials updates https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs/vapor-
tutorials

scott section heading for older documents

 dates in heading for older material

done

Documentation menu changes   scott Delete Documentation/Overview item and replace with Documentation/Usage
/Overview contents

postponed

remove references to vista, xp, and 
users of vapor 1.0, and documents 
on older systems regarding "extra" 
files

https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs/vapor-
installation/vapor-
windows-binary-
installation

scott   done

remove references to 32bit binaries 
(i386)

https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs/vapor-
installation/vapor-mac-
binary-installation

scott   done

needs an environment setup section 
(in yellow) like on the Mac

https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs/vapor-
installation/vapor-
windows-binary-
installation

scott   done

link to 3rd party libs broken (goes to 
example data)

https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs/vapor-
installation/vapor-source-
installation-dependencies

scott   done

 list of 3rd party lib dependencies is 
replicated - should just link to https://t
est7.vapor.cms.ucar.edu/internal
/downloads/source-distributions

https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs/vapor-
installation/vapor-source-
windows-installation

scott   done

Need model-specific documentation 
section (for WRF users, GRIB, etc.)

  scott possibly as part of getting started guide? review

data prep guide needs overhaul https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs/usage
/vapor-data-preparation

jc   done

gui and render guide need link 
verification

https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs/usage
/vapor-gui-general-guide

alan   done
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Documentation/Data Analys - needs 
overhaul

  scott too much nesting. reoganize structure. needs link to internal python api postponed

gallery updates   scott movies need to be uplloaded to youtube and linked. Current image gallery is 
not accessible (need to consult with steve as to how to find images - they're on 
the drupal 7 site, but not classified into galleries yet). Galleries and images 
should be classified by theme/discipline (e.g. weather, turbulence, climate, 
ocean)

 

Change Support/Report Bugs menu 
to Support/Sourfce-forge

  scott Stop sending users to sourceforge site for reporting bugs. done

No menu for programming apis yet. https://test7.vapor.cms.
ucar.edu/docs
/programming-apis

jc Confirm this is correct url with steve (page is a book under reference manuals, 
but does not appear there)

done
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